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have smoked a joint, and
there J nothing wrong with
thai ... I have donefar
stupider thing on alcohol.
Give someone a Hendrix tape
and a joint and stick them in
the corner, and he 's happy.
Jr$sr Wntura
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Wance Cotzcsrl sstor weeJcend
Sarah Young '00 will perform the self-choreograp- hed solo piece "her relicking" at the Fall Dance Concert Friday
and Salurday.November 12 and 13, at 8:15 p.m. in Freedlander Theater. The evening, titled "Emerging '
Choreographers, " v.-r'- l he r.n erh'CVc cn"h!i,-ii- n rf modern, ballet and ethnic movements choreographed by . ..
College of tstMster ;,..r tus. ,. . . . - .. ,..:, , . ..,., -
Seep.
. -
i- - , .- --c, c ... . cftke concert. - ? " " Z. . .
Students petition for reading days
Naomi Kresge
,.
. News Editor
For the first time in two years, the
end of this semester will include
three reading days for Wooster stu
dents. Campus Council member
Courtney White '01 and SGA Di-
rector of Student Services and
Special Projects Erin Kollar
"We
'01 are currently circulating a
petition to give students the we
same opportunity again in the
future.
According to White, the pe fromtition aims to show the pro
fessors and the Educational
Policy Committee that students re-
ally care about this issue and that it
.would be both appreciated and valu-
able to have the extra reading days."
White said that "this has been an
issue since the spring semester of
1998. . .then I brought reading days
up last year in SGA and surpris-
ingly enough they didn't do any
SAB and The College Under-
ground will present a dinner the-
ater production of Lee Blessing's
"A Walk in the Woods," featur-
ing Christopher Matsos '00 and
Prof. Richard Figge. Dinner will
begin at 6:30 p.m. on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday, Nov. 11-1- 3.
Tickets are $4.00 per person for
COW students.
'mm-- mm ' J ', ' ... I
thing about it."
The issue of extended reading
days became a topic of discussion
early this year at the Campus Coun-
cil retreat over the weekend of Sep-
tember 24, after which White and
Campus Council Chair Jen Sorrells
are doing things because
think they're important to
students. Notjust us - we're
probably not going to benefit
it, " said Kollar.
01 met with Dean of Faculty Tho-
mas Faulkner to discuss the topic.
The independent petition effort co-
incides with a Council letter of rec-
ommendation sent to the EPC two
weeks ago.
The academic schedule for next
semester currently includes two
reading days: Saturday May 6 and
"Short Cuts" will show
in Mateer Auditorium at 7:30
p.m. on Friday.
The FaD Dance Concert is at 8: 15
p.m. Friday and Saturday in
Freedlander Theatre. Tickets required.
SAB is sponsoring a laser tag trip
from 9--11 p.m. on Friday, $3.
"Analyze This" will show in
Mateer Auditorium at 8 pm on Sat, $1.
PHOTO BY BEN SPlfcLDfcNNER
Sunday May 7, 2000. Kollar ad-
dressed the discrepancy between
schedules for the two semesters,
saying that she is unaware "how ...
three reading days one semester and
two the next is valuable in the least."
Both Kollar and White cited an
already set graduation date as
well as the fact that senior In-
dependent Study projects will
already be turned in by May as
possible reasons for the re-
duced number of second se-
mester reading days.
Petition signer Alex Reed '01
agreed, saying that "because
they are unwilling to move the
graduation date" to provide more
reading days, "it does seem to be a
very senior-centr- ic system."
Both White and Kollar also em-
phasized the unlikelihood of the
please see READING DAYS,
page 2
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Nature photographer Jack
Winfield Ross will speak on
"Heaven Under Our Feet" on Tues-
day in Mateer Auditorium at 8 p.m.
A seminar will follow at 9 p.m.
Gault appointed
new chair of Avon
College benefactor picked to revitalize
cosmetics company's performance
Luke Lindberg
Editor-in-Chi- ef
For Stan Gault, making news at
The College of Wooster is no big
deal. Being named chairman of a
large, internationally known corpo-
ration is.
This past week, Gault, a 1948
graduate of the College, was named
chairman of cosmetics power Avon
Products, Inc. The 73-ye- ar old
Gault, the former chairman of both
Goodyear in Akron and Wooster's
own Rubbermaid Corporation, has
high hopes of turning Avon's stock
market performance around in the
coming years. His success at both
Goodyear and Rubbermaid made
this an easy decision for Avon's
board of directors. Gault replaces
Charles R. Perrin, who had previ-
ously resigned as Avon's acting
chairman.
Avon, a cosmetics company that
markets makeup to women all over
the world, reported revenue of $5.2
billion last year. However, Avon also
reported that their stock market per-
formance has fallen in recent years.
The stock price has fallen 34 per-
cent in the past 12 months and
shares, which recently closed
around 29 dollars per share, were
down over two and a half dollars in
recent stock exchange trading.
Gault's career began in 1948
when, after graduating from
Wooster, he took a job at General
Electric. He spent the following
years developing refrigerators with
This Week
Viewpoints
Letters, letters, letters.
The campus community responds,
pages 4 & 5
Features
"Community Is, Community Ain't'
Discussion of race and class at Wooster.
page 6
1 After Hours CaK is 10
Ip.m.-- l a.m. in the Under- -
""" ground on Wednesday. Bring
in a canned good donation and re-
ceive a free hot chocolate or Cof-
fee. Limit two.
The Wooster Forum Series con-
tinues with musical group Apollo's
Fire at 8:15 p.m. on Wednesday in
McGaw Chapel.
external ice dispensers, helping to
vault the company into the top ranks
of appliance manufacturers.
Gault left GE in 1980 to become
the CEO of Rubbermaid. His impact
on the company was nothing short
of fantastic.
A two-on- e split in Rubbermaid's
stock over an 1 1 -- year period earned
some investors over $15,000 on an
investment not a tenth of that size
in 1980. Essentially, someone in-
vesting $1,000 in Rubbermaid in
1980 would have made close to
$20,000 on that investment by the
time Gault left the company in 1991.
After leaving Rubbermaid, Gault
took the role of chairman and CEO
of Goodyear, turning large profits at
that corporation as well until his
1994 retirement.
Gault, who did not directly seek
the position at Avon, has served on
the Avon board of directors for the
past 14 years.
Outside of the corporate realm,
Gault's recent community contribu-
tions, most notably to The College
of Wooster, have been nothing short
of staggering. The 1995 addition of
the Gault Library for Independent
Study is a direct result of monies
that Gault donated to the school.
Gault Recital Hall, located in Scheide
Music Center, is another campus ar-
chitectural feature that exists courtesy
of Gault's contributions.
Gault's most recent gift of $1 mil-
lion was made over alumni weekend,
1998.
In the Voice:
Arts & Entf.rtainmknt
"Emerging Choreographers."
Students share their artistry,
page 7
Sports
Scots sneak by Case Western.
"Game of the century" to be next week,
page 12
Betty Stauffer, Executive Di-
rector of a Cleveland transitional
housing project, will join former
resident Letha Watley to discuss
hunger and homelessncss at 7 pm in
the Lowry Pit on Monday, Nov. 15.
The WVN board invites the Col-
lege to fast next week to raise money
and awareness of world hunger.
COMPILED V HaNNAUJUI BaTU
Camp us Crime
On Nov. -- 5th, two alcohol tickets were issued in Bissman and
Armington. " v. '
Bissman s third floor was also vandalized with graffiti, and several
students on the second floor were caught with marijuana. " " ' -- :
:
" On Nov. 6th, six alcohol tickets were issued in Armington, Holden
and the Underground. An angry student also refused to cooporate
with security outside of Holden. A case of indecent exposure was
later reported, when a student was caught Urinating outside the
Severence Chemistry building. ' - : '
; On the evening of Nov. 7th, an assault bccured at the Underground,
leading lo a later incident of harrassing phone calls.. Two alcohol tick-
ets were issued, one in front of Gault Alumni Center and one in front
of Hygeia. . ":
On Nov. 8th, a student reported having been forcibly fondled in
Lowry Center.
compiled BY Christy Gallagher
Corrections
On pages 4, 9 and 10 of last week's issue, the date was incorrectly
listed as January 21, 1999. The Voice regrets the error.
Last week's comer quote misprinted' "about" as "abou." The Voice
is terribly embarrassed and begs forgiveness
Asjournalism is a human process, there is a constantpotentialfor
mistakes. Errors can be made at any step of the way: in news-gatherin- g,
editing, orprinting. The Voice staff strives to avoid such
mistakes, but when an error does occur, it is our policy to admit it "
and promptly correct it. This'space exists for that purpose. v "
to report errors or register a complaint: please'call ffie'Voicioffrce at
ext. 2598 on-camp- us or (330)-263-25- 98 off-camp-us, of email its at
" ' -voicewooster.edu.
Reading Days
continued from page 1
petition resulting in alterations in
next semester's schedule. After
pointing out that this semester
"wasn't altered by us at all," White
stated that "I guess we're realistic
to know that next semester isn't go-
ing to happen."
Kollar said that the real goal is for
administration and professors to "re-
consider next year's academic cal-
endar." She pointed out, in this case,
the extra reading days would not
come in time to benefit many of the
signers of the petition: "We are do-
ing things because we think they're
important to students. Not just us --
we're probably not going to benefit
from it."
However, response was strong at
the JDouglass Governing Board
meeting where a copy of the peti-
tion was first presented one and a
half weeks ago. According to White
Earn $500 - $100 weekly
stuffing envelopes. For
details - RUSH $1 with
SASEto:
GROUP FIVE
6547 N. Academy Blvd., PMB-- N
Colorado Sprints, CO 80918
and Kollar, the petition garnered an
inaugural 40 signatures after that
meeting. The count currently stands
"probably close to 1 50," said White.
Kollar and White emphasized the
importance of student awareness
about the petition. "What I need is
1600 students to say 'look, we are
in support of three reading days and
it's a valuable thing to have'... to
show that they care enough to sign
it," White said.
Kollar stated a goal of gathering
"signatures from "everybody on the
campus who believes in the cause
... as many students as possible ...
at least 1500."
Upon completion, the petition will
be submitted for the Educational
Policy Committee and faculty review.
nil iirvrl
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News
Do You Have
What it Takes?
MENSA is an international so-
ciety in-whic- h the only require-
ment for membership score
at or above the 98th percentile on
any number of Standardized Intel-
ligence tests. The first MENSA
Qualification test ever to be given
in Wooster will be on Nov. 13. For
more information phone 264-459- 4.
Be the first on campus to qualify
'ffffffffffm
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UNITY: aiming for diversity
Group holds first all-camp-us workshop Tuesday night
Alex Pries - -
has' ri'dr K'dd'iHuch' tlm'd't'o'-e'xtJatt- d oY
gain publicity:- - However;. botfe
Reeves and Cotten stated that they
would love to develop direct rela-
tionships with pre-existi- ng groups
that are active on campus, such as
the Black Student Association and
the International Student Associa-
tion. "We would definitely like to
work with other groups and other
issues on this campus," Reeves
said.
The purpose of the workshop was
to create awareness of the discrimi-
nation imposed by society. It be-
gan with students pairing up and
introducing themselves in the con-
text of the various social and cul-
tural groups with which they asso-
ciated themselves.
Students learned about them-
selves while getting to know those
around them. "We want people to
learn about others, but crossing
these boundaries requires one to
know oneself more," Cotten said.
Students interested in joining
UNITY ar&.invited to Cotfctvllield Wednesag tughts at
Staff Writer Amanda Cotten, Dave Reeves or
This past Tuesday night in Lbwry :' any of the other members. All are
Center, the newest campus croup, - welcome at future meetings; which
UNITY, had their first all-camp- us
workshop. According to UNITY
member Amanda Cotten '02,;"the-evening'- s
workshop was "to help
students ... recognize prejudices --
that they may have in themselves
and not even be aware of."
- UNITY arose as the idea of sev
eral students who feh the College .V
needed an all-inclus- ive group to
deal with discrimination.
UNITY co-Presid- ent Dave
Reeves '02 said, "A few of us saw
the need, we saw groups that had a
focus for certain issues. We wanted
to be an overall all-inclus- ive group.
UNITY'S meeting served as the
ginning of their main objective: to "
work toward reducing discrimina--'
tion in all forms.
Cotten mentioned that although
the group is primarily focused on the
needs and issues relevant to the
campus, she hopes that in the near
future UNITY will work on broader
issues.
.'AW.VAV..
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Richard Figge
Pam Frese
Shila Garg
Hygeia
Kauke 3
Kauke 238
Kauke 8
Taylor 106
photo by Ben Spieldenner
Collegiof Wooster celebrities brought hand-scoop- ed ice cream back "to Lowry
starting last week. Here, Clint Hofstetter, Director of the Physical Plant. :- -
The group is relatively new and hcoOpslbr Rich(trd M6wry''02 pit TsdeVeMmg.'f:''
1999-200- 0 Survivor Support System
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist
survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual assault. For assis-
tance contact:
Nancy Anderson
Susan Clayton
TRIVIA
WHAT ARE WOOSTER STUDENTS' FIVE
FAVORITE CEREALS?
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GOLDEN GRAHAMS
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Cable, doors, trash cans and "The Boot"
James Allardice
Editor-in-Chi- ef
SGA President Man Mahaffey
'00 reported to the SGA Senate at
Wednesday's meeting that cable
television will not come to campus
for at least another two years.
"Next year they are revamping the
telephone system," Mahaffey said.
"The infrastructure they are potting
in will allow cable access from
larger companies in years to
come." According to Mahaffey, if
the school made the dorms acces-
sible to cable they would have to
go through Clear Picture, the local
cable company. "With the new in-
frastructure they are putting in next
year, cable will be cheaper. There
is nothing we can do to speed up the
process." As a result, the cable ad
hoc committee was disbanded.'
With the stabbing of an Oberlin
student earlier this week, SGA also
briefly discussed student security.
The perpetrator is believed to have
gained entry to the dorm through a
propped door.
In Vice President of Student Af-
fairs Marcie Kasek 'Ol's security re
port, she told the Senate that secu-
rity most frequently finds
Kenarden's doors propped.
"Kenarden has taken over the lead
from Armington and Bissman, av-
eraging 25 per week," Kasek said.
According to Kasek, Director of
Security Joe Kirk also recom--
"For the sake ofsecurity, if
you don't know the person,
don 't hold the doorfor
them, " Kasek said.
mended that students only hold the
door for individuals they know.
"It's not that hard fprpeople to get
their own ID out," Kasek said. "For
the sake of security,, if you don't
know the person, don't hold the door
for them." In other business from
Kasek's security report, she reported
that Kirk will be getting a "Boot"
for cars that are illegally parked.
"The Boot goes on the wheel of
cars that don't have permits and are
illegally parked," Kasek said. "Only
security can remove the Boot, so
they will figure out who doesn't
have a permit pretty quickly."
In other business, the transporta-
tion ad hoc committee, headed by
Senator Nate Strickler '00. will
probably start busing to and from
Wal-Ma- rt on Nov. 20.
Members of the handicapped ad
hoc committee met with Vice
President for Finance and Busi-
ness Bob Walton and consultants
from local law firm Dober, Lidsky,
Craig and Associates. The com-
mittee and the consultants would
like to make the campus more ac-
cessible to the handicapped.
The "clean up your crap" ad hoc
committee is looking into bringing
better trash cans to the campus. The
committee looked on the Internet for
trash can options. "There is a whole
industry of waste receptacle systems
out mere," said Senator Jon Fancey
'03. On Sunday the committee will
be making a trashash walk. They will
attempt to find better locations for
trash cans and ashtrays. Students in-
terested in going on the walk can meet
outside Douglass on Sunday at 4 p.m.
instant recall.
J
CC forms Greek ad-ho- c
Heather Milum
Assistant News Eorrpx
Campus Council voted this week
to form an ad-h- oc committee for the
purpose of studying the current
Greek system on campus. As pro-
posed by chair Jen Sorrells '01, the
committee will be charged "to look
at the present policies of clubs and
sections and report to Council any
recommended changes." The for-
mation of the ad-h- oc is largely a re
sponse to
President - , . , . .
Stan Hales "If we don 't take up this tssue
recently pro-- ofhazing, we 're going to be left
p o s e d behind," Andy Rockenstein
STETp said. "He President Hales .
cess, and the asked us to think about it ...
concerns he we're missing the boat if we
expressed j address it"while attend--
ine last
week's council meeting, namely al-
cohol and hazing.
The question of what specific is-
sues the ad-h- oc committee should
address was the cause for debate
throughout much of the meeting.
Several council members felt that
further discussion of the hazing is-
sue would be futile, including the
proposal's presenter, Jen Sorrells.
"CSO has brought to us measures
to prevent hazing," she argued.
"Our hazing policy is Ohio state
Law...by continuing to focus on it, I'm
not sure what we would accomplish."
Representative-at-Larg- e Andy
Rockenstein '02 disagreed. "If we
don't take up this issue of hazing,
we're going to be left behind," he
said. "He President Hales asked
us to think about h ... we're missing
the boat if we don't address k."
Director of Libraries Damoa
Hickey suggested that the ad-h- oc be
not so severely limited ia its
thought, that by allowing the com-
mittee to look at clubs and sections
in general, both alcohol and hazing
could be addressed. In the end. it
was Hickey's suggestion, para-
phrased by Sorrells. which became
the intended purpose of the ad-h- oc
committee.
The ad-h- oc
com-
mittee mo-
tion was
passed with
ten council
members
voting in
favor.
There were
two absten-
tions and only one opposition, Repres-
entative-at-Large Courtney White
'01. White had argued earlier in the
meeting that focusing on clubs and
sections would not solve the alcohol
problem, saying that "alcohol is not a
problem restricted to Greeks. I wish
it was., .restricted to this smaller sec-
tion of the student body so that H
would be easier to address."
Following the vote. White stood
by his decision to oppose the ad-ho- c.
"I oppose it because hazing is al-
ready being looked at by CSO. Fur-
thermore, I don't want people to get
the idea that alcohol is a problem
which exists only within the Greek
system. I am not interested in im-
plicating Greeks."
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lis potential for hazing. If t'.cc'- - I is the j.V-first-ye- ars
will undoubte Zy dn:.Ic v. Lei :t or not w.ey are Creek.
If the adniinistra'ioa really w.ts to ir.ij chc::rs that
is embraced by the campus, they should consiJcr holding
an open discussion with members of the Greek organiza-
tions, Campus Council and administrators. Thi s step towards
progress was attempted last year. Greeks showed up, but no
administrators, save Director of Residential Life Dwayne
Davis, bothered to attend. How are students supposed to
believe that the administration is working for us if adminis-
trators don't cooperate when we try to work for change?
Students and administrators working together, rather than
hasty proposals to Campus Council, will result in change
that the entire campus community can respect.
Please work with us; we have tried to work with you. I
Moving towards one community :
The town-gow- n relationship has always bfen tenuous, but
the "Community Is, Community Ain't discussion in the
Lowry Pit last night was a step in the right direction. Fi-
nally, the campus and the community are coming togeiher
to discuss the relationship. No, the townies who throw things
at you as you walk down Beall weren't there, but the dis-
cussion was productive nonetheless. 1 '
A pit discussion won't solve all of the campus' problems
but it certainly helps and was well overdue!
At least the two groups can start talking and form a basis
for understanding and cooperation After last night stu-
dents have a greater awareness of the town we call home
for eight months of the year and members of the commu-
nity can appreciate a college student's perspective.
Congratulations to Dene House, Amnesty International
and SGA for sponsoring the event.
Speaking of represents the views of Uie majority
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Letters to the Editor
Hot tipfrom Internet supporter
To the Editor,
Let's face it, department stores rip
you off, selling back old textbooks
is a joke, and the College will never
ever give you the best rate on long
distance phone calls. But I have one
answer for all of you facing phone
bills of epic proportions: It's the
Internet, stupid! You know, the big-
gest innovation of the decade, the
thing that was supposed to fearlessly
lead us into the information age, and
yes, the thing that was supposed to
give us the cheapest prices on any-
thing our hearts desire.
I am going to get right to the point
here. I pay five cents a minute for
long distance phone calls from my
dorm room, and everyone should.
have one answer for
all ofyou facing phone
bills ofepic proportions:
Its the Internet, stupid!
How I found this phone service was
easy. Late one night while procras-
tinating I decided to look for cheap
phone cards on the net. And I found
them. Sure, it was a pain in the butt
to mail in a check for a phone card,
and then wait until the check cleared
to get the card. But when the Col-
lege sent me a 90 dollar phone bill
that I knew would have cost 30 dol-
lars had I used phone cards,' it be-
came worth the trouble. So anyone
interested in beating the phone sys-
tem, go look on the Internet, or if
you are too lazy to look go to the
pages I have started: http:
moneysaver.net?colIegekid and
http7Inetindia?collegekid for in-
ternational calls.
Ryan Herbert '01
For the integrity of Security
To the Editor,
I am a student patrol officer, and
this is my response to the article en-
titled "Campus Security: nothin' but
suckas."
A chill runs through me as I
quicken my steps down Beall Ave.
My fingers grip my hand-hel- d ra-
dio tightly as I report "ETA, ten
minutes." Someone has requested
an escort on the other side of cam-- r
pus.
Unfortunately, the laws of space
and time prohibit me from moving
at light speed. I see students walk-
ing down the street as I briskly walk;
as they pass, they laugh, giving me
"their best finger." I wish students
would respect me.
Welcome to the world of the stu-
dent patrol officer. Security gets a
bad reputation here at Wooster. It
seems that some people just expect
security officers to realize they want
an escort without asking for it. See,
our office is not named "College of
Wooster Psychic Escort Service." If
you don't ask, how are we supposed
to know?
All one must do is call the secu-
rity office and be patient It may take
more than five seconds to appear in
front of you; students go on foot, and
it takes about seven minutes to get
across campus.
Okay, let's talk about emergency
phones. Did you know that every
night of the week, security checks
every emergency phone on campts?
If they are not functioning, we kn-mediat- ely
fill out a work order. We
' Wooster is a, deceiving -- ,. . .
town. There are dark ;j
areas, even on campus.
But we do patrol, even
in the darkest parts of ;
campus. I
do not fix the phones. That is the
service department's job. Some-time- s
they do not get fixed pnjmpdyi,
but maybe blaming the ones who lo--
cate the problem is not the right way
to go.
Wooster is a deceiving town. '
There are dark areas, even on cam-
pus. But we do patrol, even in the
darkest parts of campus. Student of-
ficers act as the eyes and ears of the
campus. Apart from checking phones,
we un-pr-op doors for student safety.
Anyone who props a door leaves that
building "wide-open- "' to anyone that
would like to come in. ""
Earlier this fall, a tree fell across
Beall Ave. during a thunderstorm.
Because it had dislodged the adja-
cent telephone wires, the small pro-
gram houses on the south end of
campus were deemed "unsafe" for
the evening. Why did security
evacuate the houses?
.1 TwiwoVasfelktsl-FIK- E CODE.
If the fire alarms are not working,
people cannot stay there. Why did
security change the locks? They had
to be certain no one went in the
small houses. I know it may sound
stupid, but campus security does not
make fire codes, they merely have
to enforce them!
It is really hard to do our jobs
when we face constant patronizing
from students and sensationalizing
by news writers. If someone wants
to criticize, maybe they should have
the facts first Security is here to
help you; it may not always work
the way you want it to, but it is in
place to serve and protect
Chris Redd '03
Student Patrol Officer
Campus has right to regulate
To the editors:
Regarding the editorial comments
on off-camp- us housing in the No-
vember 4 issue, by doing minimal
research the anonymous author
could have easily discovered why
the College is involved "in dealing
with loud off campus bashes."
According to the Catalogue (p.
197) students "must live in College
housing unless they are granted off-camp-us
living permission. Be-
cause the College decides who may
live off campus, the College has the
responsibility of monitoring student
conduct in off-camp-us residences,
if only to determine if the privi
lege of living off campus is war-
ranted. Moreover, the "Code of
Responsibility" in The Scot's Key
contains no language limiting the
application of the Code to on-cam-p- us
behavior. Thus, members of
the College community may bring
charges against students living off
campus to J-Bo- ard, and neighbors
bothered by "loud off campus
bashes may request that the Col-
lege revoke the permission given
for off-camp- us living to the stu-
dents creating such neighborhood
disturbances.
The author of the editorial may
not like the contractual regulations
governing students who voluntarily
choose to attend The College of
Wooster, but the author should
have at least known that such bind-
ing regulations exist and recog-
nized the way in which the regu-
lations explain the College's
"sending letters to off campus
houses concerning parties and
threatening to take people before
J-Boa-
rd." The behavior of students
in off-camp- us housing is the
College's business, like it or not
John M.Gates
Aileen Dunham Professor of
; v. History
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Letters to the Editor
Alum remembers phone tapping
To the Editor,
I enjqysd flwPtoryj6gqj:ding,tb,T
discovery of a listening device in a
phone in Douglass Hall during the
1969 school year. I was a witness
to the discovery of the bug, although
the passage of 30 years has eroded
my recollection of the details.
Nonetheless, I believe it occurred on
the second floor of Douglass some
handful of us gathered around the use on campus, although it may have
phone. I believe it was the RA who been confused with burning incense,
unscrevlhatrartilhpleca frffltoThe'ouglass ha4 ASmaJJ gr.pup.of, stu- -
time shortly, after mjdnigbl;itt late; early-enoug- h in the antirVietnam
winter. ,..-- , t-- : w-- n-, --joit :, rMwai protests that.4 iwge percentage- -
At ttiflt time thci wsis '',- -
only one telephone per floor, I believe it was the RA who
not counting a pay phone or uitSCrewed the fltOtithpiece frOttl
two in the building that were fhg nandset and found fl Smalloften jammed with coins. ,. . i .iblack device connected to theThe phone was located in the
middle of the floor, some-- phone WUeS.
what across rrom tne stair--
well leading down to the main floor
lounge iand entranceways. The
phone was regularly used by stu-
dents on the-floor- , given the absence
of viableNpplions.. ; " i , x--
One of theTJouglass residents was
using the phone that early morning.
The resident advisor picked up the
conversation while tuning his radio
on the FM band, and the two of them
made enoufih commotion 'that .1
Jr- - .1 r--- u 'iiiilA-jSia:---- .
handset and' found a small- - black
device connected to the phone
wires. I also recall someone check-
ing the radio in their car parked be-
hind Douglass, and finding that the
broadcast signal extended at least
that far.
,. Those were tempestuous times,
.. .
of the pubjic and. gpyprnroentat all,
levels! (e-g';- ,f President ,Nixon and
Governor Rhodes) were very criti-
cal of student dissenters. J. Edgar
Hoover, the FBI director, was by all
accounts at the time particularly
angered by student protestors, who
he viewed as Communist sympa-
thizers. Even the College adminis-
tration appeared, at best, ambivalent
and embarrassed by the growing
came out 01 my room xo- - see wuai . uiuu
was going bn.. Apparently most sta- - During the same period there ap-den- ts
were asleep, because only a ' peared to be a small amount of drug
c Viewpoints Submission Policy
4 Letters are limited to 500 words and must be submitted by Monday
at 4:30 pjn.: Submissions can be dropped in Box C3 1 87 or via email to
"voiceacs.wooster.edu." -- .! v ; : -
V If you are interested in submitting a column, story ideas must be
approved by the Editorial Board by Monday at 4:30 p.m. Please con-
tact Leila Atassi (x4442) or Karen Auble (x3433) for more information.
dent anti-w- ar activists, and some
drug use was associated perhaps
inaccurately with that group.
Given this combination of events,
it came as no surprise to many
Douglass residents that someone had
inserted a wiretap device in the phone
on the floor where the primary group
of student activists lived. There was
growing distrust in government dur-
ing this period of time
whether related to anti-w- ar
protests or heavy-hande- d en-
forcement of drug laws and
you can imagine how discov
ery of the device fueled that
circumstance.
The unanswered question
for me has always been the role of the
College administration in the affair,
and whether any of the students in the
dorm were agents of the FBI. Keep
in mind that the small wiretap device
only broadcast a signal within a 1000-fo- ot
radius, which probably required .
someone in the immediate area to
monitor the signal. It was considered
unlikely that a student would have
placed the device because they were
hot known to be available to the pub-
lic, especially the type of student who
attended the College.
On the other hand, perhaps the
truth if known would be entirely
innocuous even laughable. Chalk
' this up to another unsolved mystery
: that will haunt the College for years
to come, and perhaps someday be
the.subject of an independent study.
Rick Sites
Class ofl970
Ben Spieldenner
Photography (fo-tog-ra-- fi), n.; the
art or process of producing pictures
by the action of light on surfaces
sensitized by various processes.
Webster's Pocket Dictionary, nor
any dictionary I have read so far, has
given a definition that suffices the
art of photography, specifically pho-
tojournalism. The art of capturing
an entire story through the lens of a
camera is the magic of photojour-
nalism. How this magic is mastered
determines the quality of the photo.
A photojournalist looks at the
world differently. The mundane
becomes art. A tree is transformed
into a frame and a smile becomes a
story. It is the act of consciously
becoming an observer, a silent re-
corder of history, that makes a pho
tojournalist what
he is. Getting the Photojournalism is an
story, without be- - attempt to capture a story
,nH
withoutnv0hv-ed- ;being unlike anyone else. It is a
seen. psychological game in
Photojoumai- - which the only winner or
ism is certainly lQSer s tne photographer.
not romantic. It is
time consuming,
often tiring and always frustrating.
..ynlike photography, the subject of
the photo is moving independent
and usually away from a photojour-
nalist. It is impossible to set up
lights, and flashes sometimes can't
be used. So, what is done in such
situations? Compromise, or be re-
sourceful. Finding any light source
becomes an adventure. A lot de-
pends on the equipment of the pho-
tojournalist.
Today, equipment ranges any-
where from the hundreds to several
thousands of dollars. Light
meters, lenses, flashes, bodies and
stands become a part of the jour-
nalist. The lens is an extension of
the eyes, and often feels that way
to the photographer. It seems
more time is spent behind the cam-
era than not. Getting the right shot
can take hours, or it can take place
in seconds. Luck also plays a ma-
jor role in great photos.
An experienced photographer
with the best equipment cannot al-
ways out-sho- ot a lucky amateur.
For instance, during the Okla-
homa Bombing a gentleman took a
photo of a fireman holding a bat-
tered baby. This gentleman won a
Pulitzer Prize, and he was not a pho-
tographer. He just happened to be
in the right place at the right time.
Timing is everything to photo-
journalism. Anticipating the action
while finding the right settings on
the camera can be tricky. A camera
has two main manipulators: the
shutter speed and the aperture.
Shutter speed controls, obviously,
the speed in which a shutter closes,
which is determined in seconds.
For example, 160 of a second
equals a shutter speed of 60. The
other, aperture, controls the dilation
of the lens. The lower the aperture,
the more open the eye of the lens is.
The other area of photography
which is not so glamorous is devel-
oping and printing. This time con-
suming activity is either loved or
hated by photographers. Some like
the idea that they are creating the
images that are burned onto the film.
Others, like myself, would rather
have a root canal. The classic scene
of a red lit room with photos drying
on lines is only partly accurate. The
red light is used because it does not
harm the development of prints, un-
like normal fluorescent lights. In the
movies they can't show the smell of
the darkroom. It is the equivalent
of working in an indoor pool.
Most photo- -
journalists go
into the field
expecting hard
work. long
hours and low
pay.
Photography
is a love, not a
hobby. It is ex
pensive to begin, and even more
expensive to continue. Photojour-
nalism is an attempt to capture a
story unlike anyone else. It is a psy-
chological game in which the only
winner or loser is the photogra-
pher. This game continues with
those crazed parents that insist on
finding out what is going on at all
times.
I was shooting an athletic event
when a parent came up to me and
proceeded to ask questions. I was
more than happy to answer the ques-
tions, if the game was not continu-
ing to pass me by.
After one goal was scored by
Wooster, and the parent had
screamed directly into my ear with
the force of a 747 jet. he asked me
where to buy camera supplies and
what the prices of those supplies
were.
Approximately a half hour went
by, during which time I missed the
opportunity to take Pulitzer Prize
winning photos, before he decided
to leave. Again, timing is every-
thing.
Photojournalism is about fending
off the useless comments of those
who, after learning how to use a
Kodak disposable, know the com-
plexities of lighting and action pho-
tos.
The art of photography is a magi-
cal world of light and speed. This
art is understated, and hardly
deemed difficult by the lay person.
After all. isn't taking a photo just
point.... and shoot?
Ben Spieldenner is the Photo
Editor oThe Wooster Voice.
Campus, community discuss race and class issues
David Lohr
about a
tolerance training
Features Editor
"Townies." Students often hear
rumors before they even arrive for
first-ye- ar orientation. Rumor has it
they're crazy. They swerve to hit
students crossing Beall Avenue.
They throw random objects at stu-
dents walking on the sidewalks,
beep their horns, aim for puddles
and scream obscenities while flying
by Lowry Center. "I was hit by an
egg my sophomore year," said
Joshua Anderson '00. "Then they
drove by again and screamed f
you!" Despite the image the egg-throw- ers
present of Wooster resi-
dents, most are not psychotic.
Last night, over 60 students, pro-
fessors and community members
gathered in Lbwry for "Community
Is, Community Ain't," a discussion
sponsored by Dene Multicultural
Program, Amnesty International and
SGA. The program was designed
to address the common stereotypes
and misconceptions held by students
and "townies" alike, along with the
race and class issues embedded in
the city which won the All-Ameri-- can
City Award in 1976. Accord-
ing to Justina Williams '01 of Dene
, "We wanted to bring you here for a
dialogue ... to discuss, educate and
inform ourselves." Williams also said
she hopes people "open themselves
up to work on a better relationship be-
tween the campus and the commu-
nity."
A panel of speakers started the
discussion, sharing their own expe-
riences and views on diversity in
Wooster. Frank
Avalon, director of
the Wooster Wayne
Legal Aid Society
shared a
program in Wooster public schools
similar to the one he helped initiate
in Florida. A group of approxi-
mately 30 local clergymen decided
that they were the most qualified to
speak about diversity and tolerance.
The clergymen and a few lay-peop- le
met during the summer of 1994.
However, their backgrounds were so
varied and their personal beliefs so
strong that they had to agree to dis-
agree on many issues. "They had
to sacrifice gender equality to keep
the group together," said Avalon.
"There was no common dialogue."
Even when working together on so-
cial action projects, there was only
"a veneer of goodwill, diversity and
tolerance," he added.
Linda Houston, a city council
member for eight years, has experi-
enced the intolerance and discrimi-
nation firsthand. Even though her
husband and children are Baptists,
she lost an election because her fam- -
' Tl1"'
-- r-
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ily was Jewish. While no one would
come out and say it, she said that
her religion and gender were defi-
nitely a factor in the race. "I see the
community as a very white, male
dominated community," said Hous-
ton. "It's even difficult for women
to get into a position of real power."
Houston summarized what she felt
was the prevailing attitude of the
town: "We embrace all of you, but
we really want you to . . . stop doing
some of the things you do in your
culture to really fit in in Wooster."
Twenty years ago, a similar forum
was held addressing many of the
"
same issues
"The truth must be told,
however harsh it is. It
storv max make your eyes
Jewish redden, but you won't go
man who at- - biinf1 said Thompsontempted to start a 7
discussed at
"Community
Is, Community
Ain't." Lydia
Thompson, an
woman from
Smith Carolina who has lived in
Wooster for 55 years, attended the
forum. She has sat on two school
boards and worked at City Hall. All
six of her children attended Wooster
High School. She likened the situ-
ation in Wooster to an old African
saying: "The truth must be told,
however harsh it is. It may make
your eyes redden, but you won't go
blind." Thompson expressed hope
for the future, but said progress will
not be made without strong leader-
ship. "Wooster has great resources,
people to climb ladders and make
this community what it should be.
We have children who need to know
there's hope in the future ... we
can't drag along," she said. "I like
Wooster, but we can do better."
Perhaps the easiest way to im-
prove towngown relations and in-
tegrate the College into the larger
community is to reach out to
Wooster's youth. Brooke Lockett
i I
photo by Karl Haddei.hand
Brooke Lockett '02 and Linda Houston listen intently to the discussion.
'02 is in an unusual position as one
of the few minority students to at-
tend and graduate from Wooster
High School. "I was taught never
to use my race as a crutch. You can
do what you'd like, what you want
to, no one can holdyou . jjack:;
Lockett said that most of her friends
from high school now have children
or are working in factories and other
manual labor occupations. Wooster
High School does not distribute
condoms to students, but retains a
special counselor to help students
deal with the consequences of sex,
such as pregnancy. The socio-eco- -r
nomic discrimination which is so
visible on a drive around town is
also found in the high school.
Lockett said that she has friends
"from both sides of the tracks," and
that guidance counselors would "en-
courage and write recommenda-
tions" for her richer friends, while
the lower class ones were "discour-
aged from attending college and
ended up with factory jobs." She
said that Wooster High School needs
"more diversity period." To im-
prove the campus' relationship with
Wooster's youth and help them
overcome the institutional chal-
lenges they face, students must
make a conscious effort to interact
with them. "We need to start help-
ing and encouraging them," added
Lockett, "not necessarily mon- -
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etarily, but with your time, mentor,
just get involved."
Ramon Stewart '01, president of the
Black Student's Association, agreed.
"It's something that should be done,
and done as soon as possible.'
Talking about improving relations
is undoubtedly a step in the right di-
rection. But, as the saying goes, talk
is cheap. Instead of simply blam-in- s
the egg-throwe- rs for the prob
lem, students need to step back and
airiln oto th PI T
to see what they are all about," said
Williams. "It's time we reach out and
give a hand. For high school kids,
the next step should be college." .
Many students may be skeptical
about the willingness of the commu-
nity to accept the College with open
arms. However, according to one
Wooster High School senior, stu-
dents may be surprised by the re-
sponse they receive. "I think that if
college students came to the high
school and showed them the highaiiwt tuiu w w --' i"' ?"- -
dents do play an integral role in
daily life. Two years ago, a com-
pany requested permission to drill
for oil in Spangler Park. At the time,
there was only one city council
member who was against the idea.
Wooster students mobilized, and
when it came time to vote, there was
only one vote for the proposal.
Houston said that the college stu-
dents are involved many organiza
own behavior, "i "It's time we reach out
don't see us as and give a hand. For
college students . . . ,
reaching down ""o
and, instead of next Step Should be
calling them college," said Williams.
"townies, trying
College and the community, stu
tions to which she
belongs and are
met with only ac-
ceptance and
warmth. "A lot of
programs, like
Every Woman's
House, couldn't
get bv without the College," she said.
"I don't want to imagine what it would
be like if you weren't here."
The College of Wooster has
nearly 1,700 students, and while
they are active, more can be done.
"We have a lot of powerful student
organizations," said Stewart. "We
need to stop talking about stuff and
start doing it." To overcome the
numerous barriers to equality in
Wooster, each student must do ev
erythingj c in his- or her power to ef--
nas acoelderttJe2:ta- - - """ ''" - 1 1 . it." StudentsChl4anfc mobiopportunities than they're seeing, it
would make a big difference.
Although Avalon said that "aliens
could come down and take it the
College out and no one would
know or care," this is not the case.
While more can be done to unify the
loud voice, use
lized to put snow in Kauke Arch . . .
through email," said Assistant Pro-
fessor of Political Science Matthew
Krain. "You have resources they
didn't have in the 1 960s and look what
they did. Use them!"
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Security
Karl Haddelako
Staff Writer
In most students' estimations, se-
curity doesn't really do much. When
you mention security to them, one
thing comes to their mind: the se-
curity officers in that well-know- n
Durango that seem to drive about
campus aimlessly. But nobody re-
ally knows what those officers in the
Durango exactly do. Being a first-yea- r,
I also wondered what they did.
1 thought, how hard could their job
be? I mean, all they do is drive
around campus for a few hours each
night, right? And so, last weekend,
1 rode along with two of our secu-
rity officers, Martin Volkar and Matt
Shaner, and followed them along for
a night of action and adventure.
My ride along began at 1 0:37 p.m.
on the night of Saturday, October
30. Our first stop was at Compton,
where we completed a walk-throu- gh
of the building and made sure that
all the doors were locked. We then
proceeded to the Underground,
where the two officers explained
that what they aim for "community
policing," meaning that what they
hope to accomplish is to be included
in the community, not seen as an im-
posing, authoritarian force.
My tesRowwascut-sbert-however- ;
by a call to Bissrhan, where a resi-
dent had reported a bag of
ice thrown through the win-
dow of the dorm. After fil-
ing
We
a report, we drove down
to Armington to check out
the party there. We arrived
to find LEN's "Steal My hoped
Sunshine" blaring out of ev--
ery window and deff
revelers in their Halloween . .
finest dancing the night is to
away inside. After issuing
two alcohol tickets, we
walked back out to an un
pleasant surprise: someone
had thrown full beer cans at the
Durango. As we drove back to the
maintenance building to wash the
vehicle off, Volkar explained to me
that at the usual shift for him lasted
1 0 hours, maybe 1 6 if he was needed
because someone was sick or they
Rev. Marvin McMickle
Renowned public speaker coming to The Col-
lege of Wooster on Tuesday, Nov. 16 at 7 p.m.
Hie lecture will be held in Lowry Pit area, v
ANYONE IS WELCOME TO ATTEND
V He is currently the pastor ofAntioch Baptist Church
in Cleveland.
.
V He is the President of the Shaker Heights school board.
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Director of Security Joe Kirk
were understaffed. He also men-
tioned that he has worked at schools
of 7,000 or more, and they don't
have half the number of incidents
as this school does, and those
'Schools-iav('mtieh-more- - --security
than Wobster does. '
then proceeded to the
Underground, were I was
explained that what the officers
to accomplish was
"community policing." meaning
fhey hope tQ accomplish
i j j ibe included in the
community, not seen as an
imposing, authoritarian force.
We spent the next hour or so go-
ing to different buildings through-
out campus, from Freedlander to
Scheide, locking them down and
making sure that each of them was
empty. This seemed to me to be not
only the most tiresome but also the
FILE PHOTO
most wasteful part of their job. In-
stead of being out patrolling the
campus, making sure that people
who are walking back to their dorms
from parties are safe, security is
stuck locking down buildings, a job
that the janitorial staff could easily
do. But the worst part of
Security's job is their lack of
authority when dealing with
students.
About 12:40 a.m., Volkar
and Shaner had to deal with a
student who was not cooperat
ing with them, and the most
that they could do to control the
situation was to threaten to call
the police. Eventually, the situ-
ation got under control, and
while this situation was caused
by a mere misunderstanding on
the part of the student, it was
still unfortunate. As I was dropped
off about 1:30 a.m., I came to the
realization that the life of a security
officer here at Wooster is a hard one.
Undoubtedly it is harder then it
should be. From my perspective, the
security staff is underfunded and un-
derstaffed. It is irresponsible for the
men and women who are respon-
sible for the security and safety of
this campus to be working a mini-
mum 10 hour shift. They have to
perform the unnecessary task of
locking down buildings instead of
patrolling the campus, and when
they are patrolling the campus, of-
ten they do not have the authority
to safely do their job.
.
So, the next time that you see that
Durango driving down Beall, in-
stead of sneering and laughing,
think about how hard their job is,
and how much they contribute to the
safety of you and your friends and
give them a friendly wave. It might
make their day go by a little faster,
and make their job a little easier.
'69-7-0: Keep order
Both the vicious and the foolish
who sparked the October 15
"Moratorium Day" demonstration
are planning more. This month
they threaten to disrupt two days,
then three in December, etc., until
our country rolls over and gives up
to the Communist aggressors in
Vietnam.
One faction of these aid-the-e- n-,
emy activists is planning a march
from Arlington National Cemetery
in Virginia across the Potomac
River bridge to the Capitol. It is
scheduled to start at 6 p.m. on No
vember 13 and -
November 15 - pressure to stop the war
with perhaps is being put on the
thousands Of JofanJow nnniwtft Uoparticipants
marching in
single file. Be-
hind them in Ar- -
Red aggressors, and
not on the Communists
who killed the
lington will lie Amorimr,
patriotic Amen- - . ,
cans who died to marchers are supposed
preserve the to represent.
freedom which
these marchers will abuse as they
support the Communist killers.
The marchers are supposed to
represent every American killed in
Vietnam and every Vietnamese
village destroyed, but the irony is
that the pressure to stop the war is
being put on the defenders against
the Red aggressors, and not on the
Communists who killed the Ameri
cans whom the marchers are sup-
posed to represent If the march
were through lines in Vietnam, the
casualty list would rise rapidly - for
the Reds would mow down any who
came forward to protest against their
murderous depredations.
Isn't it signifigant - and sicken
ing that the demonstrators pick
a safe place and aim at those who
provide the safety instead of point- -
ng to those who have caused
bloodshed through aggression?
Sample ofAnarchy
The scene has been almost im
possible to believe, but there it
was. In a federal courtroom in
Chicago, usually a place of sub
stantial dignity, a defendant in a
serious trial was on his feet, shout-
ing, disrupting the hearing, calling
the judge names like "racist, fas
cist pig. Repeated warnings were
to no avail. Fellow defendants did
not quiet him. In fact, one of them
waved a clenched fist at the jury.
What do you do in such a situation?
Do you allow the defendant to
defeat justice by his violent behav-
ior, or do you restrain the indi-
vidual so that order may prevail?
Judge Julius J. Hoffman, after
clear and repeated warnings, or-
dered Black Panther Bobby Scale
restrained. Since be is a defendant.
he cannot be removed from trial
so he sits in the courtroom with a
gag in his mouth and his body
bound to his chair.
It is a shocking, 'disgusting
spectacle that should alert the
American people to the true na-
ture of some of the revolutionar-
ies who are trying to overturn law
and substitute anarchy from
which they hope to arise as dicta-
tors through fear and coercion.
The trial in Chicago involves
rioting that sought to disrupt last
summer's Democratic National
Convention.
Perhaps Bobby
Seale's con-
temptible con-
duct in person
before the jury
has shown more
about him that
any other evi-
dence possibly
hnrn tho could - but thejury is Crying and
the judicial au-
thorities are try-
ing to give him a
fair hearing, with a presumption of
. innocence.
Bobby Seale has done his best
to disrupt the case. If there is
prejudice, he - and not the forces
of law and order - is solely re-
sponsible for it-- , .
Castro's Christmas
"Christmas comes but once a
year . . Unless, of course, you're
in Communist Cuba - and then it
may not come at all, or late at best
President Franklin D. Roosevelt
got into a lot of hot water when
he changed Thanksgiving from
the fourth to the last Thursday in
November attempting to pro-
vide a longer "pre-Christm-as" busi-
ness season - but that was nothing
compared to what Red Dictator Fi-
del Castro is doing in Cuba.
He has ordered Christmas
"postponed" this year - until next
July. The reason he gives is that
he wants his captive Cubans to
stick to their fall and winter work
of harvesting the sugar cane crop
on which the Cuban economy is
dependant and which, under Castro,
has been weak in recent years.
We are sure that the postpone-
ment of Christmas for harder
work in the cane frlds will not
be widely applauded in Cuba --
but the people will be virtually
helpless to do anything about it.
"We will save our sucking pig
and Christmas Eve beans, Bacardi
rum and beer for July." Castro said
in a broadcast to Cubas. "Every-
body has a date in the cane fields."
Arid just think, some initially pic-
tured the rise of Castro as though
he were coming like Santa Claus.
' Al Muer
in "sharings,"
in which they
share their
and
give critiques
and helpful ad-vic- e.
Tritt
feels this "is a
Arts & Entertainment
Lucy Spieldenner experiences "Last Night 12:51 '
". . . all ofour different
backgrounds and how
those kinds offactors all
make these dances
individualfor each of us,'
Kim Tritt said.
good learning
process for the dancers." Tritt 's role
in the process is to "offer knowledge
about the craft I act as another set
of eyes, and encourage the chore-
ographers to explore beyond the
range of their experience. I really
encourage this concert to be their
concert."
The concert will open this year
with a piece that includes the entire
company. This is the first time for
anything like this in the fall show,
and Tritt feels that it will be a wel-
come change. "The opening piece
is taken from a post-mode- rn idea,"
said Tritt. "It's a mixture of
ing and dancing; talking about what
it means to be an emerging chore-
ographer, about the choreographic
process, the process of sharing, all
of our different backgrounds and
how those kinds of factors all make
these dances individual for each of
us."
All nine of the choreographers
recontextualization."
, Another choreographer choosing
jVnottouse music is Alyssa Wilmot '00.,
'Her,jpiece, "havetohavetohaveto," is
Vrififluenced by the post-mode- m and pe-des- ufi
an. and works in the diagonal.
-- 'Though Wilmot has choreographed
'Z: ipthe past; this is the first time she
:7-- has Chosen not to use music. It is
? ajsa differ
for
first time Vve used an
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"Emerging Choreographers'-- share their artistry
Molly McKinney
A&E Editor
A single light shines on the stage
as a young woman takes her place.
The music begins, and suddenly the
open space is filled with movement
and form, each motion reflecting the
pulsating beats, intricate rhythms,
and sometimes, silence. In the back
corridor, dancers stretch their lim-
ber bodies, waiting for their tum to
take the stage. This is one of the
final rehearsals before the perfor-
mance, when the months of hard
work finally come together and the
choreographers present their cre-
ations to a welcoming crowd.
These dancers are preparing for
the informal fall dance concert, ap-
propriately titled "Emerging Chore-
ographers." Under the artistic ad-
vising of Professor Kim Tritt, 18
dancers will take the stage to per-
form seven different pieces. Nine of
these dancers are the "emerging
choreographers" and are responsible
for the music, movement and all
other aspects of each piece.
The process of choreographing
began early in the semester, when
the dancers were given the oppor-
tunity to approach Tritt and discuss
with her their interest rn choreo-
graphing a piece. They then audi-
tioned their own dancers and have
worked with them to create and
polish their performances.
Throughout this process, the danc-
ers participate
worked together to produce the
opening piece, which makes the ex-
perience even more special. The
main goal of the opener is to pre-
pare the audience for what they are
about to see.
After the opener, choreographer
Ammr Vandal
'02 will take
the stage for
the first time as
a choreogra-
pher for herpiece,
" J u n o o n . "
Vandal, who
hails from Pa
kistan, uses
Pakistani pop music in her piece,
music she chose because "they are
trying to use new things, mixing
classical and western style music."
Her piece is not ballet or modern,
but rather Pakistani contemporary
dance. Vandal found this to be a
challenge. "I'm used to classical
dance, and trying not to do that is
very hard."
Also in Vandal's piece will be
choreographer Liliona Quarmyne
'01, who will then present her own '
photo by Ben Spieldenner
piece at the end of the concert. .
Quarmyne is no stranger to choreo-
graphing, having participated in
many of the dance concerts of the'
past. Her current piece, "Solid
Ground," utilizes the music of Lisa
Hunter and Spanish artist Lucrecia.
She chose the Hunter piece, a short
a capella number, because "it is
very layered, and that is how I bring
my dancers in." The Lucrecia piece
was chosen for its "vibrant, fast,
celebratory sound. It's a lot of fun."
Quarmyne has enlisted the talents of
dancers Whitney Lacefield '02,
Alison Richardson '03 and Imani
Wadud '03, and feels they are "awe-
some, and have worked really hard."
While most of the choreographers
have chosen to use other dancers,
Sarah Young '00 is the only chore-
ographer performing a solo in the
concert. She has also chosen not to
use any music in her piece, entitled
"her relicking." Young is another
veteran to choreography, and has
continued a theme throughout her
experience. "This is the second
dance piece I've choreographed as
a solo, and both pieces have con-
tained themes of reclamation and,
ent
from first acquaintances and distant
feelings to intimacy." Drawing
from. a; personal experience, FinkJ feels fef piece is about "learning to
be close to someone who is differ-
ent from you in many respects."
Fink, another veteran choreogra-
pher, has also chosen to do things
differently this time. "This is the
Wjlmot in. J ' -tht - hor ,the theme has resulated- every
usually
"very rhyth-
mic. " This
one is more
constrained
and rule-oriente- d,
and is
emotional theme, and the first
time Vve had my dancers
touch on stage," Ria Fink
said.
a very clean
piece." Though there is a theine, ,
Wilmot feels that part; of the fun is
for the audience to try to uncover
the theme through their own inter-
actions.
Wilmot has one other dancer in
her piece, Ria Fink '00, who in turn
uses Wilmot in her own piece,
"Maybe it's time you allowed your- -
first piece
where the
theme has
regulated
every
movement
in the piece,
the first
time I've
used an
emotional
theme, and
the first
,(ime I've had mv, dancers touch on
stage:44', Along with'limbt 'danc-
ers Clay' rjrink'o "03, Nicholas
Edman '03 and Krishna
Sarbadhikari '00 are what Fink calls
"the best dancers I've ever worked
with. They've made it such an en-
joyable experience and were open
to all kinds of experimentation.
self to be taken in hand by someone They' ve been very trusting of me,
...k. ,1 7. t.M.v niam Ha 1 -
world. Performed to Yo La Please see FALL DANCE
Tango," the piece "progresses CONCERT,
through the stages of a relationship . page 9
T
r.
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Arts & Entertainment
Mr. Tambourine Man rocks in Oxford
Lauren Kulchawik
Associate Editor
When Bob Dylan was inducted
into the hall of fame, Bruce
Springsteen praised, "Bob freed the
mind the way Elvis freed the body
...He had the vision and the talent
to make a pop song that contained
the whole world ... and changed the
face of rock and roll forever."
The legendary Bob Dylan contin-
ues to tour 35 years after the release
of his first album, "The
Freewheelin Bob Dylan." Dylan
has teamed up with Phil Lesh,
former bass guitarist of The Grate-
ful Dead, in a tour throughout the
Midwest. Dylan had toured with the
Dead in 1987, and a decade later,
Lesh has brought along several
"Phriends," musicians from the
band Phish.
The tour opened at the University
of Illinois on Oct 27, then travelled
to Miami University in Oxford,
Ohio for a sold out show on Oct 29.
The stellar performances by Lesh
and Dylan were definitely worth the
four hour drive and $20 tank of gas
to Oxford.
Outside Millett Assembly Hall,
the motley crowd exemplified just
how many generations Dylan and
Lesh have impacted. From baby- -
Beginning Fridayat
Movies 10
Anywhere
but Here (PG-1- 3)
Pokemon (G)
The Messenger (R)
Double Jeopardy (R)
Fight Club (R)
House on Haunted Hill (R)
The Bachelor (PG-1- 3)
The Bone Collector (R)
The Insider (R)
The Sixth Sense (PG-1- 3)
Three to Tango (PG-1- 3)
Sorry, no
( ) Shows Saturday
All shows starting before 6 p.m. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
$3.75 for children under 11 and senior citizens
For complete listings any
boomers to pre-tee- n'
hippies to
J.Crew junkies,
the fans flocked
to purchase shirts
while awaiting
Lesh's opening.
Lesh and
friends jammed
for about an
hour, priming
the stadium for
Dylan's en-
trance. He was
welcomed with
a communal
cheer which
could not have
more eloquently
expressed my
thought: I am in
same building as
one of the most
ir
Dylan 'sfirst Greatest Hits album cover.
influential artists of all time.
Dylan opened with a mellow
acoustic song written by Ralph
Stanley and Larry Sparks, "I Am
the Man, Thomas." Then, with that
distinctive nasal voice, he broke into
the folk classic "Mr. Tambourine
Man." Although Dylan's live ren-
dition reminded me slightly of
Adam Sandler's Hanukkah song, it
was simply because I was too ac-
customed to the older version.
(11:45, 2:25) 5:05, 7:50, 10:30
(11:55, 2:20) 4:55, 7:30, 10:00
(12:45) 3:55, 7:05, 10:20
(11:50, 2:15) 4:45, 7:25, 9:55
4:10,9:40
(12:00, 2:30) 5:00, 7:35, 10:10
(12:10, 2:40) 5:10, 7:45, 10:25
(1:10)4:15, 7:20, 10:05
(12:30) 3:45, 7:00, 10:15
(1:15) 4:20,7:10,9:45
(1:30)7:15
passes.
and Sunday only
time, call 345-875- 5.
. 4 K m 1
After the acoustic "Masters of
War," Dylan and his band performed
"It's All Over, Now, Baby Blue,"
with lyrics, "You must leave now,
take what you need ... But what-
ever you wish to keep, you better
grab it fast"
The highlight of the concert came
next when Dylan rocked with the
ballad 'Tangled Up In Blue," which
featured a harp in its instrumentals.
It wouldn't have been Dylan with-
out the harmonica, which he pulled
outjust as the crowd thought the song
was almost over. With his absolute
mastery, Dylan proved he still has the
flair we've loved since the 1960s.
The set continued with the songs
"Watching the River Flow," "When
I Paint My Masterpiece" and "Stuck
Inside Of Mobile With The Mem-
phis Blues Again." Then, "Not Dark
Yet," featured his newest album's
very contemplative lyrics: "every
nerve in my body is so vacant and
numb 1 can't even remember what it
was I came here to get away from."
Dylan roused the mood with the
country rock of "Highway 61 Re-
visited." The amazing rendition
brought the crowd to its feet with a
myriad of lighters. As is common
in his other concerts, Dylan returned
to the stage after this "closing" song
to play four encore hits: "Love Sick,"
"like a Rolling Stone," "Blowin' in
the Wind" and "Not Fade Away."
Hearing the words live, "You're
invisible now, you've got no secrets
left to conceal How does it feel?
To be on your own, with no direc-
tion home, like a complete un-
known, like a rolling stone," con-
nected the predominantly college-age- d
audience to a history that pre-
viously only their parents had ex-
perienced firsthand. Bob Dylan,
with a curly mop of hair and a har-
monica in hand, is eternal.
Fall dance concert
continued from page 8
and I've become trusting of
them."
Not all of the choreographers
have chosen to work alone for this
concert. Maggie Peter 02 and
Mary Sabo 02 chose to work to-
gether on their piece, "Streams of
Consciousness." Their music was
composed by a friend of Sabo's,
Tom Bailey. "I pretty much told
him what I was looking for: a
strong beat, eclectic mix, and
varying solos," said Sabo.
Their theme is individuality and
working as a unit Sabo dances the
part of the control, while the other
dancers represent parts of the con-
scious: Peter is "Greed," Tatiana
Low 03 is "Lust" Keili Meyer '03
is "Vanity" and Wadud is "Sloth."
When Sabo is in the middle, the
dancers are unified; when she steps
away, they become individuals.
Peter and Sabo chose to choreo-
graph together this year after per-
forming together last fall. "We got
to be really good friends last year,
and work well off of each other,"
said Peter. "We decided we could
add to each other's movements."
Amanda Smeigh '01 and Lucy
Spieldenner '02 form another team
of choreographers. Their piece,
"Last Night 12:51," will be per-
formed to music from "Cirque du
SoleiL" Smeigh brought the CD to
Spieldenner one day, and
Spieldenner picked this track be-
cause "it had a really good mixture
of changes in tempo and momen- -
1189 of political prisoners languishing
in Cuban Jails without Trial.
'1189 Dollar amount of wine consumed
by mob boss, john gotti, in sing-sin-g prison
LAST MONTH.
1189 REGISTRY NUMBER OF DENIS RODMANfS
SEVENTEENTH MARRIAGE TO CARMEN ElECTRA.
'1189 NO. OF HOURS IT IS EXPECTED TO LAST
miS.TWEJ;rejrj'!W :','.'.'.'.
This Week With
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Friday
V Ffiday Film Series
. "Shoot Cuts'
7:30 p.m., Mateer
FREE!
V Laser Tag
at Acres of Fun
9:00 p.m. -- 11:00 p.m.
$3.00
Saturday
V Saturday Film
Series
"Analyze This
8 p.m., Mateer
$1.00
Wednesday
V Lecture
Photographer Jack
Ross
8 p.m., Mateer .
. FREE!
Mr. Ross PHOTOS WILL
be displayd on the lowry
Art Wall beginning
November 16 -
turn." Performed in pajamas, "the
piece is a dream," Spieldenner said.
"In your Breams ... you experience
the wildest things." Smeigh. who
teaches dance, found working with
the dancers to be a good experience.
"I work with remedial high school
students, so you can't do a lot with
them.
College kids learn a lot faster,
so it's easier to do more things."
Both girls were going for a fun and
enjoyable experience for their
dancers, which include Lacefield.
Julia Wilson '01 and Lauren
Kulchawik '01. Plus, both feel
that it has been a quality learning
experience.
All of the dances will be per-
formed in the round, placing the
audience on the stage with the danc-
ers. Tritt feels that this creates "an
intimate relationship between the
audience and the performers, and
gives them a chance to be on stage,
many for the first time."
Fink echoes these sentiments,
adding that this placement "makes
it feel like the audience is complet-
ing the piece."
"Emerging Choreographers" will
be performed this weekend, Novem-
ber 12 and 13 at 8:15 p.m. in
Freedlander Theatre. Tickets, which
are free to students, can be reserved
.through.the Freedlander Box Office.
You buy a $20 card.
FREE AIRTIME
WITH NEW ACTIVATION
Our Prepaid Wireless service Is a great way to get wireless when
you need "rt at a prke you can afford. Simply purchase our
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FB clashes
with Witt
continued from page 12
that will decide the NCAC Cham-
pionship.
Wittenberg enters the game unde-
feated and ranked fifth in the nation,
-- while the Scots have moved up to
number 22 in the coaches poll.
The winner of Saturday's game
will receive an automatic playoff bid
under the new structure imple-
mented last spring.
Wittenberg will probably be with-
out starting quarterback Anthony
Crane, who was injured in the Oct.
30 game against Ohio Wesleyan. In
his place, Chris Damico is expected
to start.
, expect their back-u- p to play,"
Barnes said. "But certainly the game
does not hinge on who they have at
quarterback. We feel we can win
with Jeff Spraggins '03 at
quaterback and I'm sure they feel
confident in their back-up- 's abili-
ties."
Defensively, for the Scots to win,
they will need to harness all-confere- nce'
. futinjpg ' back Casey
Donaldson, who is currently second
in the NCAC in rushing. "They
have a lot of weapons," Barnes said.
On the defensive side of the ball
the Tigers are led by Dustin
Goldsbury, a sophomore middle
linebacker who was the NCAC
Newcomer of the Year last year.
"I think Dustin (Goldsbury) is a
' great player," Barnes said.
"But their defensive tackles are
also crucial.
"Their front four opens things up
for Dustin (Goldsbury) to make a lot
of the plays that he does. If we've
gotten to Dustin's level, then we are
doing something right because we
are able to control the line of scrim-
mage."
The burden of blocking the front
seven will fall on the Scots' veteran
offensive line.
The line of Chad Peterman '00,
Ryan Dansak 00, Ed Ralls '01, Kris
Mackey '01, Todd Naelitz '02 and
Jonathan Spragg '03 has only al-
lowed six sacks this year, while the
Scot defense has tallied 34 sacks on
the season.
.
. "To win this weekend, we must
take better care of the football,'
Barnes said in reference to the Scots'
five turnovers last week at Case.
"It's going to be a field position
battle and the team that is able to
control the line of scrimmage will
probably win."
Barnes realizes this weekend's
game will be an emotional battle.
"The kids should feel some emo-
tion," Bames said.
"This is a great moment in their
life. The senior class has built a lot
lot orf ;;u,B?ffl)A33F?Htalent., mtlj&3tf 25-- 4
squad.Team ...deatfers, iviaritsqchiabK$rirspn,:99.
Chris Gardner " 99 and Ryan
Gorman '99 all graduated, leaving
some big holes in the lineup.
Also absent from a year ago are
guards Brian Watkins '00, who
chose to focus on academics, and
Pat Noles, who transferred to
players, Coacn Moore optimis-
tic. "Those are big losses, but we
do have a good nucleus returning,"
Moore said. "With the combina-
tion of that nucleus and some
promising newcomers we have a
lot of potential."
The nucje)usi Mpare (metioned
mg rrpmyearggiui.u
funn
front-cou- rt player John Ellenwood
'00.
Ellenwood led the team in scor-
ing the past two seasons and was
named first-tea- m All-NCA- C last
year, in addition to garnering NCAC
Tournament MVP honors. How-
ever, the Scots may need even more
production than the 13.3 points and
7.0 rebounds Ellenwood achieved
last year to replace the presence of
Gorman in the middle. Gorman was
named second team All-Ameri- can in
'98-'9- 9.
Also helping to fill the void in-
side will be a pair of Brians, Carlisle
'02 and Mitchell '02. They played
enough minutes a year ago to pre-
pare them for their increased role
this season. These two were among
only three first-yea- rs to see action
in more than half the games.
The third was point guard
Antwyan Reynolds '02, who was
inserted in the starting lineup mid-
way through the season and helped
lead the Scots on their champion-
ship run.
Moore is hoping for more of the
same aggressiveness that Reynolds
showed last year. "Antwyan played
with a lot of confidence at both ends
of the floor. He should play a key
role for us," Moore said.
Assisting Reynolds in the
backcourt will be juniors Nate
Gaubatz and Steve Thompson.
Thompson started 14 games
last year, contributing 8.1 points
per game. He also finished
fourth in the conference in three-poi- nt
field goal percentage at
41.7 percent. eSV'STSf JC-- ! '
Gaubatz has seen extensive action
c
PEOPLE
The hottest styles are now available.
Check This Out!
Get this season's hottest looks at Classic Imports
150 West Liberty Street- -
Webster, OH 44691
(330) 264-442- 6
Hours: Monday - Saturday
11 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Our new line of tapestries are now in stock.
We have incense too!
All students now receive 10 off entire purchase
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Scots reload for another title shot
' Chris-Power- s
---
.
r '"'
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'"' SportS Editor
As the world preatrlyend
of the- - milrenniiiitV,Alite Woster
men's basketball team is looking to
celebrate a milestone'of its own.
This season will be the 100th in
school history, and Coach Steve
Moore is hoping that his Scots can
mark the occasion in style.
Coming off a year in which the
Scots claimed the NCAC Champi-
onship and advanced farther through
, the national tournament, than any
team in school history, expectations
are high.
The Scots will begin the year
looking to maintain their lofty
rankings, 1 1th in the d3hoops.com
poll, and number nine in the Colum-
bus Multimedia poll.
However, the Scots are missing a
his first two years, and has averaged
S.l points a game for his career.
Ryan Pedon '00 should also see a
lot of time at the wing this season.
Pedon is co-capta- in, along with
Ellenwood, and his leadership will
be an important factor for the up-
coming season with the Scots' rela-
tively young lineup.
The Scots begin play Nov. 19, in
the second game of the annual Al Van
Wie Rotary Classic at Timken Gym-
nasium versus former league member
Case Western Reserve at 8 p.m.
The winner will advance to play
the winner of the first game, ei-
ther Alfred or DePauw on Satur-
day.
Case dropped out of the NCAC
this year and was replaced by
Hiram and Wabash. These new
teams will be immediate factors in
the conference, particularly
Wabash. , .
Moore is impressed with
Wabash's history, saying, "Year in
and year out they have a strong
team. I expect them to compete for
the championship right away."
These new opponents are just a
few of the difficult hurdles in the
Scots' schedule this season. Early
season tests at Capital and
Gannon, a Division II power-
house, will prepare Wooster for
conference play.
That will be no easier with the
addition of Wabash as well as the
always-stron- g Allegheny and
Wittenberg squads.
Coach Moore put it best when he
said, "Night in and night out, it will
;be k-battle'a- na we,will.have to be
ready to go."
,
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i KsOme ana waicn we
basketball team scrim'
mage Heidelberg at 6
p.m. and stay afterfor
the football pep rally
at 8 p.m. in Timken
Gym. Ifyou love Scot
football and want to
help them defeat
Wittenberg on Satur-
day, come and be the
12th player at the pep
rally.
Matsos Family Restaurant
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The Wooster men 's and women 's swim
Invitational this Friday and Saturday.
Scots dive
Michelle Cady
Staff Writer
The Scot swimming and diving
teams had two dual meets this past
weekend, hosting Mount Union on
Friday and travelling to Wittenberg
on Saturday.
Wooster posted two victories
against the Purple Raiders, with the
women winning 180-5- 6 and the
men winning 159-6- 5.
On Saturday, the women were
victorious again, beating the Tigers -1-
74-69.However, the men fell short
in a 127-10- 7 losing effort to
Wittenberg.
Against Mount Union, it was a
very successful meet for the Scot
women as they set two pool records
at Timken Natatorium.
The first was by Jessica Ritchie
'02, who finished the 100 meter
backstroke with a time of 1:01.56.
The second was the 200 freestyle
relay team, which consisted of
Michelle Cady .'01, Laura Dunn
'00, Jamie Pullin '01 and Ritchie,
who turned in a record-settin- g time
of 1:41.30.
Also turning in impressive re
sults for the women was the 200
medley relay team of Ritchie,
Beth Starling '02, Erin Popelka
03 and Cady, who had a prelimi
nary national qualifying-cu- t time
of 1:52.08.
Adding to the winning effort was
Sarah Connolly '02, who claimed
both the one-met- er and three-met- er
diving events.
On the men s side, Wooster jun
ior Wes Bennett had an extraordi-
nary night, winning both the 50 and
100 freestyle events.
In the 50 freestyle, he registered
a preliminary national qualifying- -
cut time of 21.31.
photo by Amrija Kays
teams practiceor the Allegheny Sprint
into season
Another double winner for Je
men was Alex Hastie '03, who
posted firsts in the 200 and 500
freestyle with times of 1:54. 14 and
5:20.21. respectively. '
On Saturday, the women easily
downed the Wittenberg Tigers and
set two pool records in the process.
The 400-medI- ey relay team of
Ritchie, Popelka, Starling and Cady
. established the Wittenberg pool
record with a time of 4:08.16.
Setting the other record was
Dunn, who had a time of 2:13.92
in the 200 backstroke.
Another major contributor was
Leah Becki '00, who won both the
200 freestyle and 200 butterfly
events with times of 2:02.3 1 and
2:14.83, respectively.
Ritchie also won the 50 freestyle
in a time of 25.75 and the 100
freestyle with a time of 55.72.
The men may have fallen short
to the Tigers, but they put forth ex-
cellent swims in the 50, 100 and
500 freestyles.
Bennett took both the 50 and 1 00
freestyle events with times of 22.03
and 49.46, respectively, while dis-
tance standout Hastie won a close
race in the 500 freestyle with a time
of 5:08.48.
Also for Wooster, the 400-freesty- le
relay team of Steve,
Bayuk '00, Bennett, Eric Knauss
'02 and Dale Edwards 01 cap- -'
tured first place with a time of
3:22.91. j
Beckett commented, "The;
women swam very well against the
Tigers, while the men's loss to
Wittenberg was difficult after a
strong win on Friday. Overall, I'm
very happy with the records we set,
as well as the preliminary national
qualifying times."
probably lost sight of that a
little bit and got caught
looking towards this
weekend's game. But I'm still
proud of the way this team
overcame mistakes."
Abraham '01 to tight end Kelly
McFarland '00. The Scots would
extend the lead to 10-- 0 after block-
ing a punt, setting up a 28-ya- rd field
goal by Joe Zombek 01.
But early in the second quarter
things started to fall apart. Case's
Mark Elder intercepted an Abraham
pass and returned it for a touch
down, making the score 10-- 7 with
9:53 left in the half.
FILE PHOTO
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Scots sneak by Case Western
James Allardice
Editor-In-Chi- ef
Head Coach Jim Barnes is telling
his players this week's contest will
be the game of their lives. And that
isn't Barnes' usual hyperbole;
it's the truth. Saturday's show- - ". T
down against Wittenberg is be- - Every Saturday is to be
ing tabbed as the biggest game cherished II intercollegiate
in the program's history, with the football, " Head Football
winner HciiiuH an auiuiuaui;
playoff bid.
"Now is the time," Barnes
said. "Certainly it is a big game
in school history. Is it the big-
gest? Players from the past
would argue that other games
were bigger. We always put a
lot of emphasis on the present
and right now this is a big
game."
The Scots may have been guilty
of looking ahead last week, squeak-
ing by Case Western Reserve 3 1 --27.
"Every Saturday is to be cherished
in intercollegiate football," Barnes
said. "We probably lost sight of that
a little bit and got caught looking
towards this weekend's game. But
I'm still proud of the way this team
overcame mistakes."
The Scots dug themselves a hole
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in the second quarter, in what Barnes
called "possibly the most disastrous
quarter of football since I've been
here." The Scots jumped out to a 7-- 0
lead with a 76-ya-rd drive capped
by a nine-yar- d pass from Justin
f r r J "WeL'lUVIt J lilt MJIAM fCCO JUH.
Jeff Pacini '02 fightsfor control of the ball The Scots ended their season on the
schneide with three straight losses. Head Coach Graham Ford hopes that next
season, with some needed experience under their belt, the Scots will procure
better results than this year's tough campaign.
Suddenly, the Spartans were alive.
Over the next seven minutes, the
Spartans would score twice, taking
a 21-1- 0 lead.
"Case played very inspired foot-
ball," Barnes said.
"They made a lot of big plays
in the second quarter and really
showed that they were not go-
ing to roll over." Despite a hor-
rific quarter of football with
numerous turnovers, the Scots
were able to battle back and cut
the Case lead to 21-1- 8 before
halftime. With under two min-
utes left in the first half.
Abraham found wide receiver
Reggie Ray '00 for a 28-ya- rd
touchdown reception.
The successful two-poi- nt
conversion cut the halftime
deficit to three.
"It was scary," Barnes said. "It
wasn't so much that we played hor-
rible, but Case played so well."
In the second half the Scots
were able to regain the lead early,
with a touchdown run from Will
Schober '00.
Neither team scored for the re-
mainder of the third quarter, but
Case regained the lead on a touch-
down early in the fourth quarter.
Men's soccer ends year
Luke Lindberg
Editor-In-Chi- ef
Finding a positive thing to say
about the Scots' season finale this
past Saturday at Wabash College
was not easy.
They didn't play that badly,
but they didn't play well
enough to win either, finishing So
the 1999 campaign at a rough what
4-13-
-3.
Their 1-- 6-2 conference Scotsrecord earned them a ninth
place showing in the NCAC for
out of 10 teams.
The Scots took the five-ho- ur
journey to Wabash to lose a 2-- 1
heartbreaker to the Little Giants.
(Side note: Are you kidding me?
Their nickname is actually the Little
Giants!).
Wabash relied on the goals of
Moe Jagne to defeat the Scots. Jagne
had both scores in the Little Giants'
victory. The first came 20 minutes
into the first half on a cross from
fellow Little Giant Antonio Ferraro.
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Seth Duerr '00 chases down Case Western Reserve's running back in the Scots'
31-2- 7 nail-bit- er last Saturday. The Scots will try for a NCAC title this Saturday
against an undefeated Wittenberg team at Papp Stadium. '
After missing the extra point, the
Spartans were up 27-2- 5.
Just minutes later, the Scots finally
took the lead for good with a 44-ya- rd
touchdown pass from Abraham to
Ray. The Scots failed on the two-poi- nt
conversion, but led 31-2- 7.
Leading the way for the Scots was
Schober, gaining 206 yards on the
ground on 31 attempts.
Abraham completed 16-of-- 31
passes for an impressive 234
yards with three touchdowns and
Jagne took the cross and sent a shot
past Adam Wegner '01 for a 1- -0 ad-
vantage.
Wooster would be unable to strike
back in the first half, as the game
went, into the , half ,with the Little
Giants holding on to a narrow '1-- 0
after a dissapointing 1999,
is nextfor the Scots?
Hopefully, age. This year, the
were hurting hard core
some leadership.
edge. 10 minutes into the second
half, however, Wooster evened the
score on a goal by Josh Bammel '02.
Bammel was assisted by Kurtis
Dilyard '03 and Dan Kelly '02.
However, a Little Giant goal in
the second overtime period would
seal the Wabash win.
Once again, however, the Scots
lost a narrow one goal match. The
2-- 1 loss was their sixth of the sea--
one interception.
"We were very business-lik-e in
this game," Barnes said. "We didn't
invest a lot of emotion in the game
and that almost hurt us." Case cer-
tainly brought their A-ga- me, and
you have to respect that."
Regardless ofa win or loss against
Case, the Wittenberg Tigers await
the Scots this weekend, in a battle
please see FOOTBALL,
- page 10
at Wabash
son. It seems as if the Scots outshot
the opposition in every game this
year. That rang true again last Sat-
urday, as Wooster held a 14-1- 2 ad-
vantage in shots- - -- '
So, atet' a disappointing 1999,
what is next1 for the Scots? Hope-
fully, age. This year, the Scots
"""" were severely hurting for some
leadership. Only two seniors
were on the Scot roster, and
only one of those was a four-ye- ar
varsity player.
Juniors were hard to come by
as well, with the only ones who
made significant contributions
being keeper Wegner, Kyle
Abraham, Chris Templeman and
Adam Evans..
On a team perpetuated by prima-
rily underclassmen. Head Coach
Graham Ford was working with an
inexperienced group of very tal-
ented players.
Hopefully, like a fine wine, the
Scots will age into maturity next
season, shaking off the inexperience
of youth.
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